
ACROSS
1 Snake Eyes group
6 Like En Vogue now,

ironically
11 Gustav who didn't put as

much effort into his most
well-known work as Sufjan
Stevens, Bryce Dessner,
Nico Muhly, and James
McAlister put into their
2017 album "Planetarium"
(they gave us Earth and
Pluto, plus the Sun and the
Moon and lots of other
stuff)

12 "Uncut Gems" gems
13 All together, now
15 Dismissed : cricket :: ___ :

baseball
18 Lifts spirits
19 Baron whose namesake

brand of gluten free
products rhymes with
"foodies"

20 "Baby, you're a firework"
singer

23 "Once Upon a Mattress"
plot point

24 "Baby, you're a firework!"
singer?

27 Genre for people who like
boys love anime and also
lots of vowels

28 Official neckwear of three
states on the US-Mexico
border

29 License and registration,
e.g.

30 1986 Eddy Huntington hit
(OK, maybe not a hit)
whose B-side was
(uncreatively) titled "You
(Excess) Are"

32 Passed a check and wasn't
bounced?

33 Bay Area org. that's all
bastards

34 "It's quid pro quo now"
37 There's no quid pro quo

with them
41 Duke of video games
42 "High five, bruh!"
43 You better believe it!
44 Like double-fisting foot

long chili cheese dogs at
the state fair

DOWN
1 Adjective that "can be

used, broadly, to describe
someone who is out of
date or trying too hard", per
the NYT (quick question:
does this apply to me, an
out of touch millennial,
using that quote and this
entry in this puzzle?)

2 "In Flanders Fields" or "We
Wear the Mask", e.g.

3 Redwoods that are unable
to produce chlorophyll

4 Spooky season Starbucks
selection, shortly

5 Word whose etymology
more or less goes back to
"poke with a stick"

6 Anemone, to name one
7 KJ of "Riverdale", a show

whose plot summaries on
Wikipedia are so goddamn
bonkers that they might as
well be Mad Libs

8 Help that, since June 2021,
hasn't had to cover how to
write five paragraphs in 25
minutes

9 Apt rhyme of yeeted, if
you're the sky god sending
down dangerous winter
weather

10 "Trick Mirror" pieces

14 Delicious yet dangerous
food, if you're on a keto
diet

15 David of "Selma"

16 Actions that result in good
karma

17 Reservation made for a
group of nine?

18 Ellery contemporary whose
name is a double
transdeletion of Ellery

21 Brightly-colored tropical
bird related to the quetzal

22 Only actress to win back to
back Academy Awards for
Best Actress outright (I
mean, Katharine Hepburn
also won back to back
awards, but she merely tied
Barbra Streisand for her
second, so :shrug:)

25 Unlink, as oxen

26 Puts on, in a way

31 Like Ali or Alito, often

33 Get in a buzzer-beating bid
on eBay, say

35 Entry I once swore to never
include in a crossword
puzzle, because "why the
hell would I expect a
random solver to know the
Italian word for 'man'" (I
still think I'm right, even
though I clearly broke that
promise to myself)

36 Latin word that shares a
root with the Latin word for
bird (but which came first?)

37 ___ Park (baseball stadium
with an iconic view of the
Roberto Clemente Bridge)

38 Its TV Tropes article
includes "Artifical Human",
"Just a Machine", and
"Neologism", among others

39 Goddess I could clue as the
beauty company, but I'm
not because it seems like
every clue for that
nowadays uses that angle,
so now it's boring and
overused (similarly, clue
ANA as something other
than [___ de Armas of
"Knives Out"], please and
thank you)

40 Grey ___ (recurring
character in a comic strip
created by Antonio
Prohías)

Fireworks Christopher Adams
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